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23 Mar 2023

I recently had the pleasure of using…
I recently had the pleasure of using the Bitcoin Era robot, and I must say, it has been an incredible experience. From the moment I started using it, I could tell that it was thoughtfully designed and packed with useful features.
Date of experience: 23 March 2023
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Unprofessional and rude
Created an account and had the manager message me to complete registration. I informed him that I had changed my mind as it didn't seem trustworthy and I didn't want to hand over card details. They proceeded to call me stupid. Called me an unprofessional and told me I would be sitting in front of the TV with regret. 
Very unprofessional and glad I didn't go through with it.
... A quick update. Since posting this review I have been harassed with phone calls and emails and had to change my number.
Date of experience: 09 May 2022
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Updated 8 Sept 2020

I recently tried this platform
Bitcoin era has helped me a lot in these times. When using it, it is important to be realistic. I’ve managed to get some solid gains over the last three months. It has great features that are very interesting and easy to understand. I will definitely use it again if it continues to meet my expectations.
Date of experience: 08 September 2020


Reply from Bitcoin Era App
9 Sept 2020
Hi Joshuah,

Thank you for your comment. Happy to be at service.

Thanks,
Customer Support
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DO NOT GIVE THEM YOUR DETAILS
DO NOT GIVE THEM YOUR DETAILS

A moment of madness, I registered to see what it was all about. I gave my email and phone number and they have been harassing me since. I didn’t deposit any money thankfully. I have been spammed by emails and telephone calls from different senders and numbers from all over England and even France. They have fake reviews on multiple sites and everything about Bitcoin Era is a scam
Date of experience: 29 October 2021
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SCAM DO NOT USE
Complete SCAM, i invested £250 and it disappeared before any trading, They said  i needed a virtual wallet and took another £250 without my permission creating it!!! when i go to setup my wallet with passwords the money has already been moved to another wallet so my £500 has gone with no help or  information where. 
DO NOT USE THIS APP OR COMPANY AS ITS A SCAM, if i knew how to report this company i would...
Date of experience: 12 February 2021
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19 Jul 2020

I started with bitcoin era a few weeks…
I started with bitcoin era a few weeks ago. At first I got mixed results - but put that down to a very subdued bitcoin market. Now the software seems to have stabilised and I’ve managed to get some solid gains.
Date of experience: 19 July 2020


Reply from Bitcoin Era App
25 Jul 2020
Hi, Michael

Thank you for the feedback, we really appreciate it! 

Kind regards,
Customer Support
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6 Jan 2021

After I observed the bitcoin buzz for a long period
After I observed the bitcoin  buzz for a  long period of time, I  chose to try one of the bitcoin apps. As I'm newly entering this market, I was obviously  hesitant of what I  might  actually expect. In reality, this is a trading tool that performs the operations for their users automatically. You can still be on "guard" and watch the robot place the orders for you. I got to  state that I was impressed with the results. This service had  extremely clear  guidelines and it was easy to open an account. If I  required to  call their customer support it took only a few seconds to  contact them by phone their customer service was very professional and  practical. Would  certainly recommend, and  inform the users to not be  dissuaded if they lose a little  occasionally  due to the fact that there's a lot bitcoinera.app of volatility in this market.  Certainly you are bound to make some returns on your  financial investment.  Astounding, the  solutions you will  earn are  impressive.
Date of experience: 06 January 2021


Reply from Bitcoin Era App
6 Jan 2021
Hi, We are incredibly grateful that you took the time out to leave us a 5-Star review.
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26 Aug 2020

Satisfied customer
Good communication, easy transaction and clear step-by-step instructions. Will use again for sure. A pleasure to deal with.
Date of experience: 26 August 2020


Reply from Bitcoin Era App
27 Aug 2020
Thank you so much for your feedback Aharon ! We really appreciate you taking the time out to share your experience with us.
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9 Mar 2021

I'm a fan of this app
I'm a fan of this app. It was my first interaction with this platform, I had my doubts at first, since I'm not too proficient with technology but,  eventually, I gave it a go. I  have actually been very  thinking about crypto lately, so I took the risk as the  evaluations  appeared pretty good. It is an  exceptional  easy to use tool, If you are a first-time user like me don't  stress their  personnel is  really  valuable. They provide online support for  novices and all information on the site is easily accessible. It's nice to  understand there's  constantly  somebody if you  consult. When I  started trading,  whatever became clearer and less  challenging than I thought. The registration process was easy, even for  novices. The app has a learning and training program for new users and real-time and up-to-date  info, as this is of  fantastic  value in trading. This is  primarily  due to the fact that a currency can have  altering values within  simply seconds, and making decisions that are  succinct is  crucial. Other features  consist of an  limitless number of charts, trading signals, a  devoted market for all  indications. This platform also  offers users with the liberty to  handle their trading account from any  gadget and any  area. I'm  beginning to see  constant returns month after month my account is growing, I couldn't be  better with the results. This platform  has actually been  applauded by a lot of  sites. After studying the  numerous functions, I can  concur. It's been a  satisfaction to deal bitcoinera.app with this app. I thoroughly recommend this service.
Date of experience: 09 March 2021


Reply from Bitcoin Era App
10 Mar 2021
Thanks so much for sharing your experience with us. We hope to see you again soon.
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8 Jul 2020

Good
First time trading and I must say the process was easy and straightforward.
Date of experience: 08 July 2020


Reply from Bitcoin Era App
12 Jul 2020
Thanks Libby
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About Bitcoin Era App
Information written by the company
The Bitcoin Era app is an intelligent trading robot that uses the power of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to generate insane profits for users.  



Contact

		AA PH, Camilleri Buildings, Oratory Street
	NXR 2504
	Naxxar
	Malta
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The Trustpilot Experience
We're open to all
Anyone can write a Trustpilot review. People who write reviews have ownership to edit or delete them at any time, and they’ll be displayed as long as an account is active.

We champion verified reviews
Companies can ask for reviews via automatic invitations. Labeled Verified, they’re about genuine experiences.

Learn more about other kinds of reviews.

We fight fake reviews
We use dedicated people and clever technology to safeguard our platform. Find out how we combat fake reviews.

We encourage constructive feedback
Here are 8 tips for writing great reviews.

We verify companies and reviewers
Verification can help ensure real people write reviews about real companies.

We advocate against bias
It goes against our guidelines to offer incentives for reviews. We also ensure all reviews are published without moderation.

Take a closer look
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